Spring statement – 2018
Chairman of the Board of Governors – Portsmouth High School

To my mind the middle term forms the backbone of the school year. Its events and traditions cast a
bright light on everything that Portsmouth High School stands for and by association, we have good
cause to feel proud.
In February Portsmouth High School celebrated its birthday, this year its 136th. The Gala Concert at
Portsmouth Cathedral, now an established cornerstone of the School calendar, was a huge success.
City dignitaries were impressed, quick to praise and lavish with it. They were clearly very pleased to
have received an invitation. Once again Musical Director, George Tinsley and his colleagues had
excelled in putting together a programme of infinite variety, whilst the performers enthralled the
audience with their enthusiasm and virtuosity. Moreover, the concert featured the world premiere of
'Seasons', a newly commissioned piece composed by Toby Hession set to the words of Christina
Rossetti's poem of the same name. The evening was a delight from start to finish.
Later in the same week, the Cathedral provided the setting for the school's Birthday Service. Amongst
the congregation were Members of the Daffodil Society, proudly wearing their silver daffodil pins.
These are alumnae, parents and friends of Portsmouth High School who give their support by making a
legacy in their will. Such bequests may be as large or as small as suits the individual and can be left to
help fund specific projects or bursaries or for the benefit of the school in general. Understandably, the
School places enormous value on this generosity. It is a wonderful commitment to the values that PHS
embraces.
Somewhat fittingly, the Annual School Review (ASR) also took place in February.

Those reviewing

included Cheryl Giovannoni, Chief Executive of the Girls' Day School Trust, Kevin Stannard, Director of
Innovation & Learning and Vicky Tuck, a member of the GDST Council. (Until recently she was Director
General of The International School of Geneva and previously, Principal of Cheltenham Ladies'
College.) Those present and being reviewed were Headmistress, Mrs Jane Prescott and her Senior
Leadership Team.
I am pleased to report that the review went exceedingly well, with Cheryl Giovannoni starting by
commending Mrs Prescott and the team on preparing an excellent set of papers ahead of the meeting.
A few of the key points made during the presentations were, that:


2017 had been a successful academic year for PHS at GCSE with the A* percentage increasing
from 37.8% to 43.4%



A Level results too were excellent with the A* percentage increasing by 5% to 20.8% placing
PHS in the top quartile of GDST schools and top amongst local schools



The three year value added table shows PHS in first position of all Trust schools



At Dovercourt, the over-arching approach is one of creating 'explorers', both in terms of
outdoor activities and sport, as well as academic challenge. (Cheryl Giovannoni particularly
welcomed this, saying that it links well with risk taking, both physical and academic,
embracing the building of resilience.)



'Mathematics without constraints’ has been introduced across the school enabling girls to
work at the level appropriate for them. Not only has it fostered a 'can do' approach, it was
noted that mathematics has become the most popular subject at A Level. It has become a
subject that all girls at PHS can enjoy.



PHS is fully compliant in terms of safeguarding

Mrs Giovannoni concluded by commending the team on 'a very well run school' adding that the SLT
can be proud of all that is being achieved. Mrs Tuck stated that she had found her first ASR for Trust
really interesting and that the overall feel of the meeting was of a dynamic, innovative team working
really hard. There is structure and discipline, creating coherence across the various initiatives, which
are aligned with the GDST strategy. It was her view that the team should not underestimate the
quality of what it is achieving. Nor indeed should any of us.
At this term's meeting of the School Governing Board governors were impressed by the outcome of
the ASR detailed in their documentation and were keen to record their congratulations to the whole
PHS team. Once again PHS is taking the lead, another practical example of which was presented at the
meeting by Deputy Headmistress, Mrs Heather Trim, who showed us the new Parent App.
And finally, I would like to close with even more positive news. We must congratulate Mrs Jane
Prescott who has been elected President of the Girls' Schools Association, her year of office being in
2020. This Association represents the heads of many of the top performing schools in the UK
independent sector.
'The GSA encourages high standards of education for girls and promotes the benefits of being taught in a
largely girls-only environment. We aim to inform and influence national educational debate and we
provide our members and their staff with professional development courses, conferences, advice and
opportunities to debate and share best practice.'
This represents an excellent opportunity for Mrs Prescott to raise the profile of Portsmouth High
School and the GSA could have elected no better leader.

